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Introductions ! 
	  	  
Isabel Weinberg – Director 
 

How’s THIS for a personal essay? 
Isabel Weinberg is a sophomore in the College of Communications, 

majoring in Film & TV and minoring in Broadcast journalism. Since she was 
8 years old, Izzy has been an active member of her theater community 
back in New Jersey. She’s acted in over 20 productions, and assistant 
directed two musicals in her junior and senior years of high school at 
the Villagers Theatre.  
 Izzy attended Rutgers Prep, where she started taking advanced 
acting classes during her 8th grade. In these classes, not only did she 
have to direct small scenes that her classmates acted in, but she also 
studied the techniques of playwrights such as Chekhov, and of course 
Shakespeare. These techniques follow Izzy in all the directing she has 
done in the past and present. She was also placed in advance improv 
class while in high school, and she studied in depth how the body moves 
naturally, and how to convey that energy on stage. 

During her sophomore year of high school, Izzy and three other 
classmates wrote an original play titled “To The City.” After writing the 
play, Izzy was faced with the challenge of blocking the play within four 
weeks, and premiering it at her high school. She learned how to deal with 
time constraints, and also understood how important it was to keep a 
room of actors in control and ready to work.  

During her junior year, Izzy was cast as Serena Katz in the musical 
Fame! This show process was extremely different from anything she’d 
ever been a part of, as it was a completely collaborative production. 
This meant that Izzy was delegated to block all the scenes she was in. 
This would be the same process she would go through when she was in a 
production of Godspell the next year. These were the most trying 
experiences for Izzy thus far. When blocking her scenes, Izzy delved into 
her own characters’ motivations, while also guiding her scene partner 
through the emotions and arcs of the scenes.  

When Izzy arrived at college she was eager to get involved with 
directing. She wrote for the BUTV10 show “Pals and Friends,” and worked 
with the directors to bring out the full messages of her scripts. She has 
also directed one short film titled “Behind the Brush,” and has many 
more in development.  

During the summer, Izzy had an internship at 4th Row Films, an 
accredited film production company. The head of this company chose 
Izzy to work on a film that is to be screened at the Sundance Film 
Festival (2017) called “Charlotte So Far.” The three scenes Izzy filmed and 
directed are in the final cut of the movie, and she has received the film 
credit of “production intern” for her work.  

Izzy has also been cast in three On Broadway productions, and has 
made it her mission to work closely with the directors so she could 
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prepare herself to one day direct. Well, what she wants is right in front 
of her.  
 

Ben Colgen – Music director  
 
 Ben Colgan is a freshman in the College of Fine Arts as a Music 

Education (Voice) major and in the College of Arts and Sciences as a 

Mathematics major. He has been taking piano lessons since first grade, 

studying classical and jazz music. Since his first year of high school, Ben 

has been taking voice lessons and playing in musical theatre. 

 Although he is new to Boston University, Ben is no stranger to 

musical theatre. During his first few months of high school he 

accompanied (no pit orchestra) and served as a rehearsal pianist for 

The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee during which he learned the 

basics of musical theatre. He moved on to accompany and serve as 

rehearsal pianist for a production of Legally Blonde, his favorite 

musical, during his sophomore year, this time leading a small pit band 

with drums and two keyboards.  

 During his junior year, Ben was the music director and 

accompanist for Into the Woods, one of his most challenging endeavors 

to date. He went on to music direct Grease during his senior year, and 

to organize, rehearse and serve as piano/conductor for its pit 

orchestra, something his school had not had for a long time.  

 Within the first two weeks of college, Ben was recruited to do 

three musicals. He served as AMD and percussionist (synthesized) for 

Anything Goes with BU On Broadway, accompanist for Forever Plaid at 

Emerson College, and Keyboard II for The Addams Family for Stage 

Troupe. 

 Ben also has played in various musical roles at his schools outside 

of theatre, serving as an accompanist, fill-in choir director, big band jazz 

pianist, and jazz combo pianist, among other things. He has sang in many 

choirs with competitive auditions at the local level and even at the 

state level which he reached during his sophomore year of high school, 

performing in Boston Symphony Hall with the Massachusetts All State 

Chorus. He has received various awards and recognitions for his 

achievements, including the Senior Music Department Award and a 

Maestro Award for his accompaniment of a chorus during the Atlanta 

Heritage Music Festival. 

 

Julia Keith- Choreographer  
Julia is a junior in the College of Communication studying Film and 

Television. From age 8-19, Julia intensively studied and performed 

classical ballet in Manhattan and San Francisco. She received most of 

her early training at the Manhattan Youth Ballet with teachers 

Francois Perron, Marina Straviskya, Deborah Winghert, and private 
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coach, Nadege Hottier. She studied and performed the French, Russian 

and Balanchine classical techniques, modern dance, and character 

dance. Julia transferred to Professional Children’s School in Lincoln 

Center for her junior year of high school so she could accommodate her 

academic schedule with her professional position as an apprentice with 

the MYB company. She has danced principle roles in Balanchine’s Who 

Cares, La Sylphide, Sleeping Beauty, The Nutcracker, Satanella, 

Raymonda, Swan Lake, and Paquita. Julia attended summer intensive 

programs at the Washington Ballet, Chautauqua, Boston Ballet, and 

American Ballet Theatre. In 2011, she was invited to compete in the Youth 

American Grand Prix international New York City finals. 

In the summer of 2011, she was asked to train with the San 

Francisco Ballet School under director Lola DeAvila. At SFBS, she 

perfected her classical technique and had the opportunity to rehearse 

and perform with the company during their Winter and Spring 

seasons.  After two years at San Francisco, countless injuries put her 

dancing career at a sudden halt, and Julia decided to attend Boston 

University to explore another academic and artistic passion: film and 

television. As a student at BU, she is interested in further 

understanding the developmental, creative and technical aspects of 

theatre, film, and dance. In pursuing her interest in storytelling and 

acting, Julia has taken improv classes at Upright Citizens Brigade, 

completed numerous courses in screenwriting, directed a few short 

films, and this past summer, she interned at JAX media, where she is the 

leader of her writing group and worked as a Production Assistant on 

set Younger (with the Sutton Foster!!) 

  

 

Synopsis ! 
Thanks Wiki! 

 
Act One 

 The overjoyed girls of UCLA's sorority Delta Nu, led by Margot, 
Serena, and Pilar, celebrate the engagement of Warner Huntington III 
to their perky, sweet, and strikingly blonde sorority president, Elle 
Woods, who is fretting over finding the perfect dress for the occasion 
("Omigod You Guys"). Once she acquires her dream dress, Elle goes to 
dinner with Warner, where he tells her that he needs someone more 
serious ("Serious") and breaks up with her. Elle is devastated and sulks 
for twelve days ("Daughter Of Delta Nu") but decides to chase Warner 
to Harvard Law School to show him that she can be serious. With help 
from Delta Nu sister Kate, Elle studies for the LSAT. Instead of writing a 
personal essay, Elle bursts into the Harvard admission offices backed 
by a squad of cheerleaders. She is accepted after revealing she is 
motivated by love ("What You Want"). 
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 Elle's snobby classmates disapprove of her attire, and the only 
person who is willing to help her is law teaching assistant, Emmett 
Forrest ("The Harvard Variations"). However, he can't protect her in 
class from the bloodthirsty Professor Callahan ("Blood In The Water"). 
Callahan kicks the under-prepared Elle out of class at the suggestion of 
her classmate Vivienne Kensington, who happens to be Warner's new 
girlfriend. This "tragedy" summons the apparitions of the sisters of 
Delta Nu, who, acting as a Greek Chorus visible and audible only to Elle, 
tell her to stay positive ("Positive"). Elle, deciding that being blonde is the 
problem, decides to become a brunette. She heads to the Hair Affair 
salon where she meets the spunky beautician Paulette, who tells Elle 
that when she is down, she puts on her favorite CD, and dreams of 
Ireland ("Ireland"). At the salon, Vivienne gives Elle an unexpected 
invitation to a costume party. Paulette sends Elle off with a costume 
for the party, her positivism and blonde hair still intact ("Ireland 
(Reprise)"). 
 Walking into the party as a Playboy Bunny, Elle soon realizes that 
she was tricked by Vivienne but courageously seeks Warner in an effort 
to win him back, leaving him unimpressed ("Serious (Reprise)"). Elle runs 
from the party, only to meet Emmett, who struggles to understand 
Elle's love problems. He has Elle assess her priorities until she realizes it 
is her obsession with Warner that keeps her from earning his respect 
("Chip On My Shoulder"). Freed from her need to please Warner, she 
defeats him in a classroom debate. Elle then helps Paulette in a way 
that proves she is beginning to understand law. Warner and Vivienne win 
two of Callahan's coveted internship positions, and Warner proposes to 
Vivienne on the spot right in front of Elle. Vivienne accepts, with a kiss 
and a yes. Before Elle's heart can break, Emmett shows her the 
internship list. Below the names of Vivienne, Warner, and classmate Enid 
Hoopes is the name Elle Woods, at which she is ecstatic ("So Much 
Better"). 

 

Act Two 

 Act Two begins with fitness queen, Brooke Wyndham, and her 
fitness team's workout video, which is being viewed by Elle, Callahan, 
Emmett, Vivienne, Warner, and Enid ("Whipped Into Shape"). Callahan tells 
the legal team that Brooke is accused of murdering her billionaire 
husband. The "video" then turns into a scene from the jail, where Brooke 
leads the inmates into a fitness frenzy. Brooke then privately tells Elle 
her alibi, that she was getting liposuction, but makes Elle promise not to 
tell anyone ("Delta Nu Nu Nu"). Because of Elle's loyalty to her client and 
refusal to state the alibi, Elle and Emmett are shunned by the group. To 
cheer Emmett up and to increase his chances of impressing Callahan, 
Elle gives him a makeover ("Take It Like A Man"). 
 Back at the Hair Affair, Elle is getting a manicure when Kyle, the 
sexy UPS guy, walks into the salon to deliver a package to Paulette. 
Paulette is in complete awe. When he leaves, Pilar, Serena, and Margot 
are summoned by Paulette's amazing "Bend and Snap" when picking up 
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the UPS package. The sorority girls tell Paulette to use the "Bend and 
Snap" on Kyle, but when she does, she accidentally breaks his nose ("Bend 
and Snap"). 
 In the courtroom, we see Nikos, Brooke's pool boy, being 
questioned by the D.A. about his "love affair" with Brooke. After doing 
the Bend and Snap in front of Nikos and getting no attention, Elle is 
convinced that Nikos is gay. Callahan and her teammates don't believe 
her, simply thinking that he is just European. Emmett decides to 
question Nikos on the stand, and successfully makes Nikos slip and state 
his boyfriend's name is Carlos. Nikos quickly covers that he 
misunderstood the word "boyfriend" as "Best Friend." Carlos, Nikos' 
Boyfriend, appears at the end of the courtroom, fed up with the 
closeted nature of his boyfriend, and proclaims Nikos's homosexuality. 
At the end of the song, Nikos confesses that he is indeed gay and 
European ("There! Right There!"). 
 Later that night in Callahan's office, the interns celebrate Elle's 
skill. Warner finds problems with calling a finely tuned awareness of 
homosexuality a legal victory. Callahan, annoyed with Warner's behavior, 
sends Warner out of the room to fetch a coffee. Callahan dismisses 
Emmett and the other interns but requests Elle to remain for a few 
moments. Callahan forcibly kisses Elle, who slaps him. In turn, Callahan 
fires her. Warner and Vivienne both saw the kiss through the door of 
the room. Warner turns away in anger, leaving Vivienne to be the only 
one to witness the slap. After Callahan leaves, Warner re-enters the 
office and mocks Elle, but Vivienne tells him to shut up and they both 
leave. A defeated Elle prepares to go home, even though Emmett asks 
her to stay, finally realizing that he is in love with her ("Legally Blonde"). 
 Elle heads to the Hair Affair to say goodbye to Paulette, but 
before she can leave, Vivienne and Enid convince Elle otherwise ("Legally 
Blonde Remix"). Elle discards her lawyerly navy suits, dons a pink dress (or 
pink lawyer suit) and leads a parade back to the courtroom. They meet 
Kyle on the way, who takes a liking to Paulette, and reveals himself to be 
the Irish man of her dreams, prompting to Irish Dance among the 
ensemble. Back at the trial, Brooke fires Callahan and hires Elle. 
Brooke's stepdaughter Chutney goes to the witness stand and her 
testimony is damning, stating after she got out of the shower she saw 
Brooke covered in her father's blood. After Chutney states she 
received a perm the day of the murder, Elle realizes a flaw in Chutney's 
alibi and suggests that the entire court should be moved to the scene 
of the crime - the bathroom where the murder took place ("Scene of 
the Crime"). As a demonstration, Elle asks Paulette to give Enid a perm, 
and asks Enid to step into the shower upon entering the crime scene. 
Relying on her knowledge of hair maintenance, Elle's demonstration is 
successful as Enid walks out of the shower with completely flattened 
hair—revealing that Chutney could not have possibly showered 
immediately after getting a perm because her perm was still intact. 
Under Elle's intense questioning, Chutney accidentally confesses that 
she killed her father, thinking that it was Brooke. Chutney is arrested 
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and Brooke is set free. Warner proposes to Elle, having been dumped by 
Vivienne. Elle gently refuses, claiming to have been changed by the 
experience ("Find My Way"). 
 Three years later, Elle ends up as the valedictorian of her class. 
Paulette tells the audience that Elle is not one to brag about her 
valedictorian status, so she decided to allow Paulette to play "Where 
are they now" during her speech. Paulette says that Enid practices 
family law, Vivienne is training for the Peace Corps, and Warner dropped 
out and pursues a modeling career. Callahan ran for governor but was 
defeated, and his wife hired Emmett to handle their divorce. Paulette 
married Kyle, had two kids, and is pregnant with a third. They live 
in Worcester, Massachusetts and Paulette bought a new salon (the 
Worcester detail was taken from the London script, and replaced with 
the detail that a child of hers was named Seamus). At the end of the 
graduation, Elle proposes to Emmett, and Emmett accepts ("Finale"). 

 

 

Characters! 
 

Leads 
Elle Woods - (Mezzo-Soprano) – Elle is an all around role model. She is 
outgoing and loudly pink, and is fully secure in who she is. Elle is the 
leader in any group she finds herself if. She is determined, hopeful, kind, 
and charismatic.   
 
Emmett Forrest - (Tenor) - A smart and sensitive law student who takes 
Elle under his wing. He is charming, quirky, loveable, and friendly. Though 
he’s a bit of a nerd, he has been through a lot and doesn’t take anything 
for granted.   
  
Paulette Buonofuonte - (Soprano Belt) - Paulette is Elle’s hysterical, 
unapologetic and loyal friend. She is a brash, caring, and optimistic hair 
stylist who longs to find a man for herself. 
 
Pilar, Margot, Serena - (Mezzo-sopranos or sopranos with belts) - Pilar is 
the sassy and sensible sorority sister. Margot is the seemingly dim-
witted, boy-crazy sorority sister. Serena is the energetic cheerleader, 
from Jewish heritage, sorority sister. Margot, Serena, & Pilar are Elle's 
entourage who follow her through the story acting as her “Greek 
Chorus”.  
 
Professor Callahan - (Baritone) - A pompous, sleezy and manipulative law 
professor at Harvard who is highly successful, but completely immoral. 
 
Warner Huntington III - (Tenor) - Warner is attractive and charming but 
very self-absorbed. He will do whatever it takes to achieve his dream of 
becoming a senator, including breaking Elle’s heart.  
 
Vivienne Kensington - (HUGE Soprano Belt) - A smart, savvy, and uptight 
law student and Warner's fiancée who initially dismisses Elle, but grows 
to be her friend. 
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Brooke Wyndham - (Alto or Soprano) - An exercise video mogul who is also 
a former sorority girl. She is energetic and charismatic, yet currently 
on trial for murder. 
 
Enid Hoops - (Soprano Belt) - Enid is a strong, opinionated, feminist law 
student at Harvard. Great comedic timing! 
 

Minor Characters 
Kyle B. O’Boyle - Kyle is a physically fit, smooth-talking UPS deliveryman. 
We soon find out that he is Paulette's dream guy. 
Elle's Mom - High society socialite from Malibu. 
Elle’s Dad - High society golfer from Malibu.  
Kate - Delta Nu scholastic chair, the bookworm! Featured in "What You 
Want"  
Leilani - Delta Nu sorority sister with vocal solo. Cashier at "Hair Affair"  
Sundeep Padamadan - A foreign Harvard law student. Former leader of 
his country.  
Aaron Schultz - A smug and arrogant Harvard law student.  
Dewey - Paulette's rude, mean, dog stealing, trailer-trash ex-boyfriend.  
Nikos Argitakos - Brooke Wyndham's pool boy.  
Carlos - Nikos' "best friend".  
Grand Master Chad - UCSD frat boy.  
Winthrop - Harvard Law admissions officer. 
 Pforzheimer - Harvard Law admissions officer.  
Lowell - Harvard Law admissions officer.  
Whitney – Vivienne’s best friend at Harvard law. Her father is next in 
line to be the Speaker of the House and Vivienne brags about it.  
Chutney Wyndham - Brooke Wyndham's jealous step-daughter.  
 
ENSEMBLES: Delta Nu Sorority girls/Greek chorus, Harvard Law class 
members, jail dancers 
 
*Multiple minor characters can be played by one actor 

 
 

Why is Legally Blonde “What You Want”? 
 

 People often write off Legally Blonde as a superficial and 

unchallenging show, similarly to how Elle’s peers at Harvard don’t take 

her seriously at first. I wholeheartedly disagree with this assumption. 

Not only is this show extremely entertaining for both the cast and 

audience, but it’s also the perfect show to showcase our memberships 

immense and varying talents.  
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 The main reason we feel so passionately about this show is 

because of the many dynamic leads. Not only are there SIX female leads, 

but also there are over 15 small ensemble roles that would give every 

member a chance to have their moment in the spotlight. Also, the male 

roles are absolutely hilarious, which will allow our male members to shine 

in a new way.  

 There has never been a better time to pitch this musical. By doing 

Anything Goes this fall semester, OB has proven that we have incredible 

dancers that can be taught new techniques easily and quickly. Shows like 

The Last Five years demonstrate that our membership can handle 

extremely difficult music. Not to mention, Legally Blonde is a very 

popular show. We have no doubt that this musical will draw an enormous 

amount of new prospective members to auditions that would only add 

to our membership. We would expect that this show would sell as much, 

if not more, than American Idiot sold last spring. Not only would this be a 

nice financial boost, but it would also attract a new audience and 

spread the OB name.  

 The music in this musical is what we consider a very fun challenge. 

The songs are so inclusive of the entire cast that there isn’t one song 

that Elle sings completely alone. The amount of solos in this show makes 

the ensemble just barely an ensemble. Every person cast in this show will 

have many opportunities to be front and center to showcase their 

voices. The music in this show is something OB has never truly dealt with. 

While the more well-known songs from this musical have a more “poppy” 

style, you can find essences of classical music in the harmonies of songs 

such as “Chip On Your Shoulder.” We truly believe this mix of styles will 

astonish and impress every person who would come see this show. 

 The dancing is just as diverse as the songs. Many of our members 

are skilled in different styles of dance ranging from ballet, to tap 

dance, to hip-hop. There is no other show that would illustrate and 

advertise how talented our dancers are than Legally Blonde.  By doing 

this show, we would be able to essentially pull out all the stops, and have 

every opportunity imaginable to show BU exactly what OB can do.  

 We believe this membership can more than handle this production. 

We have the upmost faith in this group’s talent, and want so badly to 

feature it in this unique and challenging musical. Every person in our 

membership deserves recognition, and this show will give it to them.  
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Music! 
Legally Blonde’s Pit Orchestra is composed of the following: 

- Piano/Conductor 

- Keyboard II 

- Keyboard III 

- Bass (Electric, Double, Fretless, 5-String) 

- Guitar (Electric, Acoustic, 12-string, Mandolin) 

- Drums 

- Percussion 

- Violin 

- Reed I (Alto Sax, Flute, Piccolo, Clarinet, Oboe (opt.), English Horn (opt.)) 

- Reed II (Flute, Clarinet, Baritone Sax) 

- Trumpet I (Trumpet, Flugelhorn) 

- Trumpet II (Trumpet, Flugelhorn) 

- Trombone (Tenor Trombone, Bass Trombone) 

 

 This can likely be covered by about 13 people depending on the 

organization of reed players. While organizing and finding this many musicians 

may seem like an extremely difficult task, our music director has many ties to 

students in Boston University and Berklee, as well as Boston Conservatory. 

Having a pit orchestra of this size is definitely achievable, and it will fit in the 

Tsai Performance Center’s setup. 

 There are only two expenses that are music related in this show, the 

first of which is the Full Reference score ($100), which is absolutely necessary 

for rehearsing a pit of this size. The second would be Keyboard Patch Solutions 

($395). These patches are a requirement for the keyboards of the show. 

 

Costs! 
1 most expensive – 7 least expensive 

1) Set 

2) Costumes 

3) Props 

4) Hair/Makeup 

5) Producing 

6) Lighting 

7) Sound  
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Challenges! 
 I know what you’re all thinking. The set. We completely understand 

that this show has many quick set changes, and many different 

locations we need to bring to life. While we’re cognizant of this challenge 

we do not believe it should hold OB back from doing this show. There are 

many possible sets we could create that would be able work, and often 

when people do this show they rely more on costumes and props, and 

have a minimalistic set. Our plan as of now, which is 100% a working plan 

and is more than likely subject to change, is to have two ramps on either 

side of a taller platform in the back center of the stage. These ramps 

would have rails on both sides for the safety of the actors, and the 

center platform would have a door on the bottom of it. This leaves the 

majority of the stage open and free for the actors to perform. We 

could also paint thin slates of wood as different sets such as Elle’s dorm 

room or the jail and put those slates on the sides of the ramps with 

Velcro or hooks. These slates would take up virtually no space 

backstage, since we expect them to be no more than an inch thick. This 

technique would eliminate the need for MANY props, and also save space 

on stage.  

 Legally Blonde is currently one of the most popular shows to 

perform at high schools, and if they can do it, there is no reason why we 

can’t do it. We should not be scared to try and tackle this challenge 

simply because it’s a touch more difficult than a show with one set. This 

would not be the first time OB has dealt with a difficult set design. If 

Shrek’s tech could be accomplished, this should be a breeze in 

comparison.  

 The next challenge we have to address is vocals. This show is not 

only tough to musically direct, but it’s hard to sing in general. Although 

this challenge is evident, we’re really not horribly worried. This previous 

semester we gained a handful of amazing singers that could handle 

these vocals if they choose to audition for the show. In addition to 

these newer members, we have our loyal sophomore, junior, and senior 

members that we feel would not only be excited to tackle these 

harmonies and solos, but also fully capable of doing so. We truly believe 

that this show will prove to be a showcase of the talents in this group, 

and not an inconceivable feat.   
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ALSO, IF YOU’RE WORRIED ABOUT THE DOG SITUATION: MEET BRUISER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tech! 

Set: As stated before, we want to have a mostly stationary set in 

order to avoid the problems a moving set would cause. We would like to 
have on seven-foot platform in the back middle of the stage that would 
have double doors built into the bottom of it. On either side of this 
middle platform would be a wide ramp that descends into the back wing 
of the stage. These ramps would have railings going all the way up to the 
middle platform, which would also have a railing. The railings on the 
ramps would have twinkly lights wrapped loosely around them, in order 
to set the mood for a few scenes.  
 We want to have 8 (at most) one-inch thick wooden slits that have 
different scenery on them, and hang or mount them on the sides of the 
ramps that face the audience. We could easily put hooks on the ramps 
and hang the pieces from them. The other set pieces we would need 
would be at least 3 tables, a bed, and 6 long benches for the Harvard 
classroom.  
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 We think this show would be a fun challenge for a set designer, 
and are excited to work tirelessly with him/her to create the perfect 
set for both the vision of the show and the cast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Costumes: This show is set in the early 2000’s. Luckily, a lot of this 

shows wardrobe can be pulled from the casts own closets. The only 
costumes we would need to plan ahead for are the cheerleader outfits 
used in “What You Want” and Elle’s outfit in that song as well, jail outfits 
for “Whipped Into Shape,” and the playboy bunny outfit Elle wears to 
Viviane’s party. The people assigned to costumes for this show will no 
doubt have a blast dressing up the actors. Take a look at some of the 
UNBELIEVABLE fashion from the 2000’s!!!! 

 
 
 

Lighting: This show would be such an exciting challenge for any 

lighting designer, especially in Tsai. We want to use lights to accent 
different moods and scenes within the show. For example, in “Elle’s 
spaces”, such as her dorm and the sorority house, will have a pink wash. 
This will contrast with the darker, more blue/neutral colors of Harvard. 
We are very interested with playing with the colors of the cyc during 
the different numbers of the show. This is one aspect of the show we 
are especially excited about, because we realize how important lighting 
is to the essence of a show.  
 

Props: We plan to use a fair amount of props in this show to highlight 

the time period as well as the characters themselves. We will need a few 
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clothing racks not only for the opening number, but also for “Take It 
Like A Man.” Paulette’s hair salon and the department store scenes call 
for the most props. We will of course need jump ropes for “Whipped Into 
Shape.” While there are many props for this show, it’s nothing unusual.   
 

Sound: Mics are consistently a problem in Tsai, but during tech week 

we will try to get the actors mics on as soon as possible in order to 
check for any problems. The pit will of course be in the actual pit (ha ha). 
We would need mics for Elle, Emmet, Vivienne, Warner, Callahan, Paulette, 
Serena, Pilar, Margot, Brooke, and Enid. Getting three mics for the 
ensemble would be ideal, and if we could get more than that, then that 
would be incredible!  
 
All three of us agreed that we want to organize bi-weekly meetings with 
the tech director and tech departments. We truly understand that 
tech makes a show come alive. These tech meetings wont be organized in 
the typical way. They will be focused on communication, and making sure 
that everyone’s visions are on the same page. These meetings will be in 
addition to the work the tech departments do independently. It will be a 
chance for the tech heads and their assistants to come together, get 
to know each other, and speak openly about how they want to achieve 
their goal. 
 

Vision! 
First, a deep breath. Take it all in. 

 The book of this show is inherently funny. It’s very hard to do this 

show and not have the audience laughing, so we intend to focus on the 

other side of this show. The characters in this musical are real people. 

Everyone knows an Emmit, and everyone knows a Warner. It’s so easy to 

put on this show and not look deeper into these characters, but by 

doing so you miss an entire layer of this story. Elle is not just a ditzy 

blonde. She is determined and outgoing, but she is also extremely 

vulnerable. She goes through harassment and self doubt because of her 

gender, and these are issues so unfortunately pertinent to this day and 

age.  

 The vision we have for this show is to bring the real people in these 

characters to life. This isn’t just a one dimensional musical. This show 

deals with self-confidence issues, and oppression for not fitting in as 

perfectly as everyone else does. We not only want people to see this 

show and laugh, but we also want them to walk out of the theater 

feeling empowered. This show so blatantly calls out sexism by putting 

the quintessential girly girl in an environment where people don’t expect 

her to succeed, and yet she overwhelmingly does.  
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 Every character in this musical is well rounded. They all have 

detailed backstories and places where they’ve come from, and our goal 

is for the cast to fully understand every aspect of their character, not 

only what is written in the script. By doing this, the actors will bring a 

much more genuine performance to the stage. It is very easy to 

produce this musical in a superficial way. We will do everything in our 

power to make sure we construct this musical in dynamic way, making 

this show so much more than just a story about a pretty blonde girl 

getting what she wants. We want to prove to anyone coming to see this 

show with the mentality that it’s stupid and childish harshly wrong.  

 

 

The Team! 
We will become what we’re supposed to be. 

Izzy: There was a period in my life where whenever I was upset or sad, I 

would watch Legally Blonde the Musical on YouTube in order to cheer 
myself up. I am not exaggerating. I know this musical like the back of my 
hand, and honestly I’ve been wishing that OB would do it (as many people 
have). This show has been a long time coming, and I could not be more 
excited with just the possibility of directing this show.  
 Since I was eight years old, I’ve dealt with terrible directors, and 
I’ve dealt with incredible directors. I’ve heard the complaints of actors, 
and I myself have formed opinions on how a rehearsal room should be 
run. Common sense; if I’m blocking a scene and you’re not being used, you 
can talk just talk in another room! This is non negotiable. I have been a 
part of too many productions where things get out of hand FAST 
because this rule isn’t enforced.  
 I understand how my personality comes off to the world. I’m a 
sporadic, bubbly crazy person, but I could not be more different when 
directing a scene. First of all, I will come into rehearsal fully and 
completely prepared. There will be no blocking on the spot. This is a 
mentality I take extremely seriously. I believe the actors deserve to 
have a director that they can ask questions to, and get an exact and 
thought out answer at that moment. I know I’m young, but I promise you, 
you have never met a more dedicated and detail oriented person in your 
life when it comes to musicals. This all being said, I am fully aware this is 
only colligate theater, and people do this for enjoyment. Rehearsals 
should be fun over everything else.   
 When the actors come into rehearsal, we’ll talk through what’s 
going on in the song or scene before we begin. I’ll ask them questions 
about the things the characters are going through at the moment, and 
they’ll answer in first person, as their character. This is a technique I’ve 
actually observed Zach Schiffman do and, don’t tell him I said this, but it 
works tremendously well. It pulls the actors into their characters 
mentality, and makes them think in their stream of consciousness. As we 
stated in our vision, we want these characters to be real. My goal in any 
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scene I’ve blocked in the past has always been to make the scene 
believable to the point where the audience feels as though they are 
looking into a private moment. 
 I’ve never identified with this musical more than I have in this 
period of my life. I think it is so important to present this musical in a 
time where hashtags like #repealthe19th are going around. Not only 
would directing this show be a glimpse into my future career, but it 
would also be an opportunity for me to present feminism in a very 
consumable and fun way. This show is about Elle wanting to be taken 
seriously, when all along it wasn’t she who had to change; it was the 
world. I want the audience to root for her. I want the audience to see 
that maybe there is a problem a lot of people unintentionally ignore. I 
want the audience to think. I want the audience to have fun. It would be 
an honor to direct this show, or a show for OB in general, and I promise I 
will be a truly SERIOUS director. Pun intended.  
 

Ben: Legally Blonde was the second musical I ever did, and by far my 

favorite. When I first played it, I was a sophomore in high school, and our 
pit “band” was only one other keyboard player (using only an electric 
piano sound) and a drummer. While this was one of the most fun shows 
I’ve ever done, I am ecstatic about the idea of having the chance to 
music direct this show with a cast of who I know are the best student 
actors around, and with a real pit orchestra to boot! 
 Nobody has ever guessed that I am a freshman when they meet 
me in person. I know that on paper, that word probably sticks out like a 
knife. Despite being only in my first year here, I already have been “in 
the business” for four years, and I have the skill set, and trust me, when I 
take something seriously then it means it gets done in the best possible 
way! I am a picky and organized person, and get things done way ahead 
of time, and I seek to produce music at the highest quality possible while 
still having fun! 
 I have a clear vision of how I want to shape the music of this 
musical. I know that BU’s students are some of the finest singers 
around, and I want this to show in the finished product. I will provide all 
of the singers with the tools they need to know their music perfectly 
(that means no excuses!), including one-on-one sessions, and rehearsal 
files if needed. My objective is to make sure the actors will be perfectly 
confident in their music so that the dancing and acting can come 
quickly and naturally, and to push them to their limits in a fun and 
healthy way! I like to have very structured (but not rigid and boring) 
rehearsals so the singers know exactly what they need to do and when 
they need to do it by without excuse! I also intend to incorporate some 
brief mindfulness exercises and meditation exercises into music-related 
rehearsals to relax and focus the singers, something which you don’t see 
often because it is slightly unorthodox, but it is shown to improve 
performance and yield better results.  
 This musical has a special place in my heart, to use a cliché 
statement. In watching the Broadway version of this musical online for 
the hundredth time or so in preparation of the show, I became filled 
with energy! Legally Blonde is truly a masterpiece. The characters are 
hilarious and unique, the music is fun and energetic but it can also be 
somber and serious, the storyline is one-of-a-kind, and it would be a 
wonderful experience for the actors and audience alike. 
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 I take this work very seriously but with a happy and light attitude, 
and I know that my director and choreographer do too. We are entirely 
capable of, and have the artistic vision to bring this show to the stage, 
and this is the perfect opportunity to show off some of OB’s best 
talents.   
 
Julia: I would love to choreograph Legally Blonde for OB next semester. 

First, I think this musical is extremely fun, empowering, and will bring a 
lot of new people into the membership. Directing Anything Goes has 
been one of the most educational experiences of my life. I could not 
thank E-board enough for giving me the opportunity. I am confident 
that I will only continue to learn more as a creative team member next 
semester. I was so impressed and inspired by Molly’s ability to take 
charge of a room and create such intricate and creative dance 
numbers. Stepping back from the process made me think about the 
personal choices I would make as a choreographer and how badly I 
wanted to take on that challenge in the spring.  

Elle’s dancing is an integral part of her characterization. She 
dances with a style that is very cheerleader-esque: perfect posture, 
strong movements, and beautiful lines. The energy of the group dances 
must be contagious. I plan on using the first few rehearsals to teach 
possible dance moves to the cast, become familiar with their work ethic, 
and enforce the technique I am looking for. I want the dance to bring 
out each cast member’s character and will work with Izzy in making sure 
the dance truly represents its moment within the story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Scroll down for a surprise J 
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OB, WE’RE WHAT YOU WANT!!! 
#RUSHDELTANU <3 

 


